
 

VITAL SIGNS 
          
 
 Shorted DJIA 17,533.15 on Close Dec 10                      
5% STOP at 18,409.81 Close only 
Increase to 200% Short ASAP – Today! 
Add 5% STOP on the new position. 
 
           
Shorted S&P500 2026.14 on Close Dec 10          
Increase to 6% Stop at 2147.71 Close only 
ReShorted 200% on Close at 2057.64 June 29 
Add 5% STOP at 2160.52 for this portion. 
 
 

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
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  The above named 14th Dalai Lama completes his 

80th year today. Let us all pray for his well being, as His 
Holiness certainly prays for ours!  

  July is a very difficult time for planetary dynamics, 
one of the worst we have seen for a while. Wednesday the 
15th is the most massive concatenation of planets in hostile 
angles to one another! Problems may begin on the 14th as 
Venus and Mars attack Saturn, representing Conservative 
elements. Pluto, Saturn, Mars, Venus, Mercury and Moon 
are ALL involved. There will also be a large predominance 
of the Water element – associated with extreme emotional 
responses.  This will be some sort of Red-letter day!        
It’s not likely to be happy and it’s not likely to be bullish. 

  The period 8-13 is expected to produce a low in 
Gold, Metals, Oil & maybe other commodities. The 19-20 
are especially bullish for the aforementioned G-M-O’s.     
A combination of Mercury, Sun and Venus looks as if it 
might lift equities on the 23rd.  The weekend of 25-26 will 
bring out the energy of hatred with situations boiling over. 

 We could see the 30-31 Full Moon with Venus re-entering 
Leo, first Up, then Down later for the Metal Complex. 

  On August 2-5 another challenging multiple planet 
alignment throws monkey wrenches into every available 
mechanism as Venus and Jupiter annoy Pluto and the 
stationing Saturn. Mercury comes along and does the same 
thing on the 6th.  

  Other dates to watch are the Eclipses on September 
13 & 28 and aspects to those points before and after the 
actual events. There are many LINKS to analyses pointing 
to great events in September on our website at: 

    www.CrawfordPerspectives.com 

  It does NOT make sense that market indices continue to 
make higher price highs while market internals are in collapse mode 
- one instance being shown by the above chart of NYSE New 52-
week Highs minus New Lows (10-day average). As you can see, the 
highest level of this year was on February 4 and the deterioration 
since has been steady and steep. We have also mentioned often that 
New Lows above 40 for three days can be an effective short term 
Sell signal. In the current instance, the third day was May 27 and 
since June 2, they have not been back below 40 for a single day. 

The last stretch below 40 was 29 trading days from March 19 
through April 29, or 41 calendar days, which is exactly 1.5 lunar 
orbits around the earth. Just a coincidence? Maybe. 

Investor’s Business Daily records the number of 
“Distribution Days” in a trailing month. That is defined as a Down 
day on increasing volume. They tied for the 3-year record back on 
April 2 with a “9” reading on both S&P and NASDAQ. They were 
subsequently dropped off with little downside activity resulting. 
However the NYSE Advance-Decline Line did peak just after mid-
month and has dropped since.  

  They reported that the “DD” count returned to +8 on Friday 
June 26 and would have made the “+9” on Monday, but volume 
declined ONLY because of the Russell Index rebalancing on the 
previous business day.  That counts as a 9 in our book! What that 
means is that the Heavy Distribution is continuing and getting 
worse.     

 We were stopped into a return to 200% Short in the 
S&P500 index on the sizeable drop last Monday. STOP on 
new position is any close above 2160.52. 

 Our stop was Not activated on the DJIA Index so we are 
advocating an immediate increase to 200% Short ASAP!  

  
  Since the Major Indices intermediate channel lines are now 

breeched tonight in the futures markets, we expect that the 
divergences that have been developing for some time will take hold 
immediately and here is no way to assess how much damage will be 
inflicted on price levels until at least the mid-month configurations 
and then the Huge September Eclipse uncertainties. 



ALL BROKE BELOW THEIR 50-DAY MA’s; SPX & DJIA ALSO BROKE L T TRENDLINES  
  

 Long Term trendlines gave way under heavy selling last Monday, but so far, the 200-Day MA’s remain the primary 
support for the SPX and DJIA. The long term trendline on the NDX held well above its 200-DMA but the DJIA even broke 
the 200-Day, yet recovered quickly. World markets are thus hanging in the balance, awaiting Sunday’s Greek results.  No 
matter what the near-term results, there are plenty of astronomic reasons to expect the worst come mid-month! 
 

 Well, the S&P500 futures just (6 pm EDT-Sunday) opened down –30 points and DJIA futures at 17,430 –220 points, 
so the long term trendlines and Moving Averages are history.  No matter what the cause, this represents a major shift in the 
desire or ability to hold things together. This breakdown of important support levels represents a loss of control or a firm  
determination to move to the endgame of political and economic force coming to the surface. 
 

 The next major support should occur in the region of the December-February price lows, and if those break, then the 
deeper October lows are likely to kick in some amount of support.  We have been concerned that these markets would 
continue to advance until some major crisis hits, at which time they might possibly move rapidly to crash mode with little or 
no further pattern development. We are definitely concerned about that NOW! 
 

 We are calling attention to the Chinese problems on page three. Another surprise popped up in the form of Puerto 
Rico whose Governor says they are bankrupt, but they met the July 1 payment that was expected. It is not likely to be able to 
meet the next one or ones. Chicago and California will undoubtedly be the next on our watch lists unless we get more 
surprises from areas not yet heard from publicly! 
 

We certainly live in “interesting” times. The next few days in particular and the months of July and September 
in particular are loaded with incredibly energetic planetary alignments suggesting that “change” may be overriding 
“hope”!  There will be efforts by authorities to regain some control over their constituents, and there will be resistance 
by the constituents to forego the control of their “masters”.  War is possible, even likely, and Civil War is not out of the 
question. 

 

 Chart #4 above is the 30-Year Bond (price) and it appears to have made a huge upside acceleration breakout and 
then failed to follow through, breaking back down into the old trend channel.  It looks as if a significant reversal of trend 
has occurred. So far, the TNX or 10-Year RATE is indeed showing the inverse of this pattern. The TNX has just 
exhibited a “Golden Cross” with the 50-Day MA crossing upside through the 200-Day MA [not shown]. That being the 
case in the Interest Rate, the Bond Price has the inverse pattern or “Death Cross”. Consequently, we expect a further rise 
in rates and fall in bond prices.  
 

We think it is time to consider these friends of ours who are available to assist in preparation for the unknown: 
For metals we have purchased from Pat & Linda Gorman at Resource Consultants in Tempe, AZ          
(1-800-494-4149) and www.buysilvernow.com  I have been a speaker at their conferences for over 15 years.  

For long-lasting FOOD items I bought from Virgil Jackson and Celeste Chiappetta at Living Valley, LLC in 
Bigfork, MT (406-837-1350).  They are very knowledgeable Preparedness Consultants, specializing in long 
term food storage. I bought food from them in March 2010, since doubled in price.  
livingvalleyfoods@gmail.com 

http://www.buysilvernow.com/
mailto:livingvalleyfoods@gmail.com


SHANGHAI HAS CRASHED THROUGH CRITICAL LONG TERM SUPPORT LINES! 

 “China stocks fell sharply again on Thursday, fighting off fresh moves by regulators to restore confidence 
and raising questions about how much more firepower Beijing can bring to bear before a full-scale panic sets in.  
Shanghai's benchmark share index crashed below 4,000 points for the first time since April - a key support level 
that analysts said had been seen as a line in the sand that Beijing had to defend, below which more conservative 
investors would start ejecting from their leveraged positions, widening the rout. Chinese markets, which had risen 
as much as 110 percent from November to a peak in June, have collapsed at an incredibly rapid pace since June 
12, losing more than 20 percent in jaw-dropping volatility as money surges in and out of the market.        
That drop has wiped out nearly $3 trillion in market capitalization, more than the GDP of Brazil.”   -    Reuters/Aly Son 
 
“The second largest stock market in the entire world is collapsing right in front of our eyes…  Over the past 
several months, I have been trying to hammer home the comparisons between what we are experiencing right 
now and the lead up to the U.S. financial crisis in the second half of 2008.”-Michael T. Snyder on Stockmans site 

MONEY, MONEY EVERYWHERE, BUT NOBODY’S DRINKING IT?! 
 
The Federal\ reserve has the power to expand the Money Supply – which they have done in abundance. But they cannot force people 
to spend it – It’s like “pushing on a rope” – So the Turnover is falling off a cliff. All that printed money is Not readily available to 
those who are willing to spend it. The public appears to be frightened and is largely paying down debt or hoarding beyond necessities! 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
GOLD has stabilized for the last seven months 
between 1130 and 1300. Although there have been a 
couple of higher lows in the price action recently, 
there remains as yet no single higher intermediate high 
during the entire declining period.  We recommend an 
“insurance” position to be held until a Really Rainy 
day, where it may mean survival, or not. Otherwise, 
we have only had trades for the upside twice in the last 
couple of years, both of which were quickly stopped 
out.  A Short trade would certainly have proven more 
perspicacious but we erroneously percieved that major 
surprises would be in the opposing trend. There is still 
no indication that change is in the wind, or in the 
cards, but we’ll see how the Greek tragedy plays out in 
the Fx markets these next few days. When currency 
markets fail, there will be a rekoning reflected here! 

 
The US DOLLAR INDEX has made a very 

nice recovery back above its 50-Day MA to the exact 
50% retracement of recent range. It is now backing off 
quietly but holding above that MA. Current events 
may present reasons for a more immediate spike, as 
the DOLLAR may hold on for 2-3 more devaluations 
in others before it too gets tapped. [no chart] 

 
The OIL came right down to the Long Term trendline, then recovered to the 200-Month MA. After flirting with that 

for 3-4 months, it appears to be breaking back into it’s negative longer term trend! That even longer term support trendline 
(from the 1990’s) should now hold in the 47-49 area. Below 42, the post-Katrina low at 33 beckons. 
   

 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 
 
JUN 22 = Although the weekend seems rough, personally, Monday morning brings a Jupiter trine to Uranus – Often a market TOP! 
JUN 23-24 = Tuesday looks more than a bit rugged especially around mid-day. Mars at zero Cancer Wednesday shatters whatever peace remains. 
JUN 29 = Venus trines Uranus and parallels Jupiter = Looks good for a secondary peak – May put in THE High?! 
JUL 1 = Venus conjunct Jupiter early; Full Moon late = Expect a dip next few days. Awaiting Greek election – everyone nervous. 
JUL 4-8 = For U.S.=Stressful feelings. Social conflicts. Difficulties in maintainin g control. Feelings of insecurity. Difficult judgements/decisions. 
JUL 8-13 = Trines to Neptune could put in a low in Gold, Silver, metals, etc. 
JUL 15 = Amazing multi-planet configuration points towards heavy downside of World equity markets – whether about Greece or Not! 
JUL 14-15 = For the U.S. = Disagreement – Anxiety – Nervousness – Change of mind!   - Serious or traditional social matters. Serious sky stuff! 
JUL 15-18 = For the U.S. = Efforts at control. Uncomfortable restraint. The blocking or denial of aggressive instincts. Activities meet resistance!  
JUL 19-20 = Sun contra-parallel Pluto; Neptune attacked by Mercury and Venus = Bad for stocks – Good for Gold, Metals, Oil. 
JUL 23 = Sun, Mercury & Venus positive = Good for equities – Pleasant socially. 
JUL 25-26 = Weekend brings out the worst side of humanity = Extremes of anger, action in hatred. Destructive energies abound. 
AUG 3-4 = Saturn station and Pluto attack Venus and Jupiter = Austerity attempts to control profligacy. Conservatives win one? Next CP letter. 
AUG 6 = Six planetary aspect combinations increase intensity and striving = Things ease up on Friday the 7th. 
AUG 10 = Rumors of WAR!  Terrorist acts, bombings, disagreements on Monday evening particularly.  
AUG 13-15 = The New Moon in Leo conjoins Venus and trines Uranus = Love and social interactions bloom! Very pleasant. 
 
 
 
 ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually Emailed 1st Monday. Next CP will be Monday, August 3rd 
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